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Abstract. Modularity is the single attribute of software that allows a program to 
be intellectually manageable [29]. The recipe for modularizing is to define a 
narrow interface, hide an implementation detail, keep low coupling and high 
cohesion. Over a decade ago, aspect-oriented programming (AOP) was 
proposed in the literature to “modularize the un-modularizable” [24]. Since 
then, aspect-oriented languages have been providing new abstraction and 
composition mechanisms to deal with concerns that could not be modularized 
because of the limited abstractions of the underlying programming language. 
This paper is a continuation of our earlier work [32] and further investigates AO 
software with regard to coupling and cohesion. We compare two versions (Java 
and AspectJ) of ten applications to review AOP within the context of software 
modularity. It turns out that the claim that “the software built in AOP is more 
modular than the software built in OOP” is a myth. 
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1   Introduction 

Modularity is a key concept that programmers wield in their struggle against the 
complexity of software systems. Modularization is the process of decomposing a system 
into logically cohesive and loosely-coupled modules that hide their implementation 
from each other and present services to the outside world through a well-defined 
interface [3, 28, 30, 43]. Cohesion is the “intramodular functional relatedness” and 
describes how tightly bound the internal elements of a module are to one another, 
whereas coupling is “the degree of interdependence between modules” [43]. 
Modularization makes it possible to reason about every module in isolation, such that 
when a small change in requirements occurs, it will be possible to go to one place in 
code to make the necessary modifications [11]. 

In practice, modularization corresponds with finding the right decomposition of a 
problem [13]. However, in traditional programming languages, no matter how well a 
software system is decomposed into modules, there will always be concerns (typically 
non-functional ones) whose code cuts across the chosen decomposition [27]. The 
implementations of these crosscutting concerns will necessarily be spread over 
different modules, which has a negative impact on maintainability and reusability. 
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Such concerns are called crosscutting concerns. The presented problem is known as 
the “tyranny of the dominant decomposition” [41] and several techniques have been 
invented to overcome it. The most prominent among them is AOP [23]. 

2   Motivations and Goals 

Whenever a new technology is proposed, it has to prove its superiority over existing 
competitors. AOP emergenced as a new paradigm to modularize the concerns whose 
implementations would otherwise have been spread throughout the whole application, 
because of the limited abstractions of the underlying programming languages. Since 
then, several studies [15, 16, 17, 19, 35, 36] have suggested that AOP is successful in 
modularizing crosscutting concerns. Unfortunately, these studies either wrongly 
identify modularization with the lexical SoC offered by AOP, or wrongly measure 
coupling in AO systems. Indeed, in our previous study [32] we adapted the CBO 
metric to AOP and investigated implementations of the 23 GoF design patterns. We 
found no cases in which an AO implementation was more modular than its OO 
counterpart. Since these results cannot be generalized beyond simple academic 
examples, we continue our earlier work and evaluate real-life systems. 

3   Modularity Metrics 

3.1   Measurement System 

In order to compare software modularity between the OO and AO paradigm, we used 
the G-Q-M (Goal-Question-Metric) approach [2]. G-Q-M defines a measurement 
system on three levels (Fig. 1) starting with a goal. The goal is refined in questions 
that break down the issue into quantifiable components. Each question is associated 
with metrics that, when measured, will provide information to answer the question. 
Our goal is to compare AO and OO systems with respect to software modularity from 
the viewpoint of the developer.  

In our previous paper [32], we argued for measuring modularity with the help of 
coupling and cohesion. This pair of attributes was firstly suggested to measure 
software modularity by Yourdon & Constantine [43] as part of their structured design 
methodology and then it was adapted to OO methodology by Coad & Yourdon [12], 
Booch [3], and Meyer [28]. Also, several empirical studies [6, 7, 20, 31] confirm that 
improvements in coupling and cohesion are linked to improved modularity. 

Despite coupling and cohesion having been concepts in software design for almost 
50 years, we still do not have widely-accepted metrics for them. In our previous paper 
[32], we supported CBO (Coupling Between Object classes) and LCOM (Lack of 
Cohesion in Methods), adapted from the Chidamber & Kemerer (CK) metrics suite 
[10]. CBO is a count of the number of other modules to which a module is coupled. 
Two modules are coupled when methods declared in one module use methods or 
instance variables of the other module [10]. LCOM is the degree to which methods 
within a module are related to one another. It is measured as the number of pairs of 
methods working on different attributes minus pairs of methods working on at least 
one shared attribute (zero if negative). 
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CBO and LCOM complement each other, and because of their dual nature, they are 
useful only when analyzed together. Attempting to optimize a design with respect to 
CBO alone would trivially yield to a single giant module with no coupling. However, 
such an extreme solution can be avoided by considering also the antagonistic attribute 
LCOM (which would yield inadmissibly high values in the single-module case) [20]. 

GOAL

Purpose comparison

Issue software modularity

Object
OO and AO implementations
of ten software systems

Viewpoint software developers

What is the average 
coupling for each 
implementation?

What is the average 
cohesion for each 
implementation?

CBO

LCOM

 
Fig. 1. Goal-Question-Metric 

Since AOP provides new programming abstractions, existing OO measures cannot 
be directly applied to AO software. The efforts to make the CK metrics suite 
applicable to AO software were originated by Ceccato & Tonella [9] and Sant’Anna 
et al. [35]. Zhao [45] complemented their work by specifying the coupling 
dependencies in a formal way. Their general suggestion is to treat advices as methods 
and to consider introductions as members of the aspect that defines them. Although 
this suggestion is enough to adapt LCOM, the adjustment of CBO requires further 
explanation.  

Coupling is a more complex attribute in AO systems, because new programming 
constructs introduce novel kinds of coupling relationships. We found that the existing 
coupling metrics [9, 35, 45] take into account only syntactic dependency. Syntactic 
dependency occurs when there is a direct reference between modules, such as 
inheritance or composition. However, in AO programs there is another kind of 
dependency that is not so easy to realize because it occurs without explicit references 
in the code. Ribeiro et al. [34] called this kind of coupling as semantic dependency. In 
our earlier work [32], we proposed a metric that considers this subtle kind of 
coupling. Our CBO metric considers a module M to be coupled to N if (in 
parentheses, we provide the abbreviations for the dependencies): 

• M accesses attributes of N (A); 
• M calls methods of N (M); 
• M potentially captures messages to N (C); 
• Messages to M are potentially captured by N (C_by); 
• M declares an inter-type declaration for N (I); 
• M is affected by an inter-type declaration declared in N (I_by); 
• M uses pointcuts of N, excluding the case where N is an ancestor of M (P). 

The C_by and I_by dependencies are semantic.  
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3.2   Rationale for Semantic Dependency  

To construct our metric, we extrapolated the original CBO definition according to the 
question that underlies coupling: “How much of one module must be known in order 
to understand another module?” [43]. The syntactic dependencies (i.e. A, M, C, I, P) 
occurring in our metric do not raise any doubts even among proponents of AOP. 
Nevertheless, the debate on our previous paper [32], during and after the panel 
discussion at ENASE'10, demonstrated that further explanation of the semantic 
dependencies is required. It suffices to show that for understanding a given module 
M, we have to analyze N if the C_by or I_by dependency exists between M and N. 

Suppose there are two modules as shown in Listing 1. Next, we send the inc(5) 
message to an instance of M. If we analyze M without considering the C_by 
dependency from M to N1, we will deduce (following program control flow) that the 
result is 6. However, the result is actually 11, and analyzing N1 is necessary to 
compute it correctly. 

public class M { 
  public int inc(int x) { 
    return ++x; 
  } 
} 
public aspect N1 { 
  int around(int i): 
   execution( int M.inc(int) ) && args(i) { 
    return proceed(2*i); 
  } 
} 

Listing 1. The C_by dependency 

Now, suppose two new modules were added as shown in Listing 2. This time the 
same message is being sent to an instance of SubM. Once again, if we analyze M 
without considering the I_by dependency from SubM to N2, we will deduce an 
incorrect result. The correct is 20. 

public aspect N2 { 
  public int subM.inc(int x) { 
    return x+10; 
  } 
} 
public class SubM extends M {} 

Listing 2. The I_by dependency 

4   Empirical Study 

4.1   Assessment Procedures 

We compared two versions (Java and AspectJ) of 10 different systems: Telestrada, 
Pet Store, CVS Core, EImp, Health Watcher, JHotDraw, HyperCast, Prevayler, 
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Berkeley DB, and HyperSQL Database. To the best of our knowledge, these are all 
systems that have been implemented in both Java and AspectJ. They have also been 
widely used by other researchers to evaluate their work in the area of AOP. 

The assessment of both versions bases on the application of metrics that quantify 
two fundamental modularity attributes, namely coupling and cohesion. In addition, we 
supplement our study by size metrics. Table 1 overviews the employed metrics and 
associates them with the attributes measured by each one of them. Detailed 
description of the coupling metric is provided in Sect. 3.1.  

The gathering of data for the metrics was automated through the use of the 
extended version of AOPmetrics [37]. We extended AOPmetrics to support the CBO 
metric as defined in the previous section, except for capturing C and C_by (available 
at: http://przybylek.wzr.pl/AOP/). This is due to some inherent bugs in AOPmetrics 
[32]. Hence, we manually revised the CBO measures. 

Table 1. Metric definitions 

Attributes Metrics Definitions 

Vocabulary Size 
Number of modules (classes, interfaces, and 
aspects) of the system 

Size 
Lines of Code 

Number of lines in the text of the system's source 
code 

Coupling 
Between Object 
classes 

Number of other modules to which a module is 
coupled 

Modularity 
Lack of 
Cohesion in 
Methods 

Number of pairs of methods/advices working on 
different attributes minus pairs of methods 
working on at least one shared attribute (zero if 
negative) 

4.2   Selected Systems 

Our study uses ten real-world systems from different domains and of varying sizes. 
These are: 

• Telestrada, which is a traveler information system being developed for a Brazilian 
national highway administrator. It allows its users to register and visualize 
information about Brazilian roads; 

• Pet Store, which is a demo for the J2EE platform that is representative of existing 
e-commerce applications; 

• CVS Core, which is an Eclipse Plugin that implements the basic functionalities of a 
CVS client, such as checkin and checkout of a system stored in a remote 
repository; 

• EImp, which is an Eclipse Plugin that supports collaborative software development 
for distributed teams; 

• Health Watcher, which is a web-based information system that was developed by 
Soares [36] for the healthcare bureau of the city of Recife, Brazil. The system aims 
to improve the quality of services provided by the healthcare institution, allowing 
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citizens to register complaints regarding health issues, and the healthcare 
institution to investigate and take the required actions. It involves a number of 
recurring concerns and technologies common in day-to-day software development, 
such as GUI, concurrency, RMI, Servlets and JDBC; 

• JHotDraw (www.jhotdraw.org), which is a framework for technical and structured 
2D graphics. Its design relies heavily on some well-known design patterns. 
JHotDraw's original authors were Gamma & Eggenschwiler; 

• HyperCast (www.hypercast.org), which is software for developing protocols and 
application programs for application-layer overlay networks. It supports a variety 
of overlay protocols, delivery semantics and security schemes, and has a monitor 
and control capability. It was developed at the University of Virginia in 
cooperation with the Microsoft Corporation; 

• Prevayler (www.prevayler.org), which is an object persistence library for Java. It is 
an implementation of the Prevalent System design pattern, in which business 
objects are kept live in memory and transactions are journaled for system recovery. 
Business object must be serializable, i.e., implement the java.io.Serializable 
interface, and deterministic, i.e., given an input, the object’s methods must always 
return the same output; 

• Berkeley DB Java Edition (oracle.com/technology/products/berkeley-db), which is 
a database system that can be embedded in other applications as a fast transactional 
storage engine. It stores arbitrary key/data pairs as byte arrays and supports 
multiple data items for a single key. Berkeley DB provides the underlying storage 
and retrieval system of several LDAP servers, database systems and many other 
applications; 

• HyperSQL Database (hsqldb.org), which implements a relational database 
management system. It offers a small and fast database engine which supports both 
in-memory and disk-based tables. HSQLDB is currently being used as a database 
and persistence engine in many projects, such as Mathematica and OpenOffice.  

All of these systems were originally implemented in Java and, afterwards, were 
refactored using AspectJ, so that the code responsible for some crosscutting concerns 
was moved to aspects. In each case, code refactoring was done by proponents of AOP 
to present the benefits of AOP over OOP. 

In the first four systems, aspects were used to implement exception handling [8], 
[16]. Exception-handling is known to be a global design issue that affects almost all 
system modules, mostly in an application-specific manner. 

The next work (Health Watcher) [19], [36] goes beyond refactoring of exception 
handling including concerns such as data persistence, concurrency and distribution 
(basic remote access to system services using Java RMI). Both the OO and AO 
designs of the Health Watcher system were developed with modularity and 
changeability principles as main driving design criteria. 

AJHotDraw (ajhotdraw.sourceforge.net) is an aspect-oriented refactoring of 
JHotDraw with regard to persistence, design policies contract enforcement and undo 
command. It was started to experiment with the feasibility of adopting aspect-oriented 
solutions in existing software and demonstrate the strategies proposed by research of 
the Software Evolution Research Lab of Delft University of Technology in the 
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Netherlands. The aims, objectives and experience of the AJHotDraw project are 
summarized by Marin et al. [26].  

Sullivan et al. [40] encountered two types of development problems when 
refactoring logging and event notification in HyperCast. First, the tight coupling 
between aspects and method names prevented the development of aspects in parallel 
with primary code refactoring, because the aspects could only be developed after 
inspecting the core concerns. Second, they found cases where joinpoints were not 
accessible, because AspectJ supports specifying joinpoints at the method call level 
and data member level, but not at the if or switch statement level. Next, they re-
implemented the base version using AspectJ and crosscutting interfaces (XPI). What 
distinguishes that particular release, is the lack of introductions used. In our 
experiment, we evaluate the improved version.  

Prevayler was refactored using AspectJ and horizontal decomposition by Godil & 
Jacobsen [18]. The horizontal decomposition principles were proposed by Zhang & 
Jacobsen [44] to guide the AO refactoring and implementation of complex software 
systems. The refactored code includes persistence, transaction, query, and replication 
management [18]. 

Störzer et al. [38] refactored version 1.8.0 of HSQLDB (sourceforge.net/projects/ 
ajhsqldb/). They started with an accepted catalog of well-known crosscutting concerns and 
then tried to find classes, methods or fields related to the respective concerns. They used 
manual semantics-guided code inspection supported by Feature Exploration and analysis 
tool to find a relevant crosscutting code. They discovered and refactored many standard 
crosscutting concerns, including Logging, Tracing, Exception Handling, Caching, Pooling 
and Authentication/Authorization. When becoming familiar with the source code, they 
also found some application specific aspects, for example trigger firing or checking 
constraints before certain operations are performed [39]. 

By analyzing the domain, manual, configuration parameters, and source code, 
Kästner et al. [22] identified many parts of Berkeley DB that represented increments 
in program functionality that were candidates to be refactored into features. These 
features are implicit in the original code. They vary from small caches to entire 
transaction or persistence subsystems. All identified features represent program 
functionality, as a user would select or deselect them when customizing a database 
system. From these features, they chose 38 and manually refactored one feature after 
another (wwwiti.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/iti_db/berkeley/). They used various OOP-to-
AOP refactoring techniques, including Extract Introduction, Extract Beginning and 
Extract End, Extract Before/After Call, Extract Method, and Extract Pointcut [22]. 

4.3   Experimental Results 

Table 2 shows the obtained results for both size metrics, vocabulary size (n) and 
LOC, and both modularity metrics, CBO and LCOM. For all the employed metrics, a 
lower value implies a better result. The fourth and fifth column presents the mean 
values of the measures, over all modules per system. Rows labeled ‘Δ’ indicate the 
percentage difference between the OO and AO implementations relative to each 
metric. A positive value means that the original version performs better, whereas a 
negative value indicates that the refactored version exhibits better results. 
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Table 2. Results for size, coupling and cohesion metrics 

 

In the case of both Eclipse Plugins, their refactored code is not publicly available, 
so we based our analysis on the measurements carried out by Castor et al. [8]. 
However, since they do not consider all types of coupling, we cannot present the 
exact CBO values. We can only say that coupling is greater for the refactored 
systems. 

Contradicting the general intuition that AOP makes programs smaller, the 
refactored versions are larger with regard to the LOC metric in half the cases. 
Nevertheless, the increase ranges between 1% and 4%. In the remaining half, 
differences are greater than 5% (except for Telestrada) in favor of AOP. 
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The average coupling between modules is significantly higher in most of the 
refactored versions. For the refactored versions of Prevayler and Health Watcher, it is 
more than 30% higher than for the corresponding OO releases. Only for HSQLDB, 
JHotDraw and HyperCast is the increase rather slight. The higher coupling is the 
result of introducing new constructs intrinsic for AOP. In a typical scenario during 
AO refactoring, the coupling generated by explicit method call is replaced by the 
coupling generated by implicit advice triggering. Since an implicit advice triggering is 
associated with C and C_by in our CBO metric, the overall coupling grows. In 
addition, Filho et al. found [16] that new coupling was introduced when exception-
handler aspects had to capture contextual information from classes. 

Although the obtained results were as expected due to the above presented 
theoretical considerations, they contradict the outcomes achieved in several earlier 
studies. The advocates of AOP claim that the refactored versions of Telestrada [8, 
16], Pet Store [8, 16] , CVS Core Plugin [8, 16], EImp Plugin [8], Health Watcher 
[19, 36], and Prevayler [18] exhibit lower coupling. However, they take into account 
only a subset of the dependencies that generate coupling in AO systems. Hence, the 
coupling measured with their metrics is underestimated. 

The Lack of Cohesion in Methods is the metric for which the impact of AOP has 
remained unclear. For the refactored versions of Berkeley DB, Prevayler, Health 
Watcher and JHotDraw, the average LCOM is respectively 38%, 25%, 17%, and 12% 
lower than for the corresponding original versions. On the other hand, the average 
LCOM grew by 16% in the refactored version of Telestrada, 10% in the EImp Plugin, 
and 9% in HSQLDB. A partial explanation for this increase is the large number of 
methods that were created to expose join points (e.g. try-catch blocks in loops, etc.) 
that AspectJ can capture [21]. As discussed in [8], these new methods are not part of 
the implementation of the exception-handling concern but a direct consequence of 
using aspects to implement this concern. The average LCOM varied (positively or 
negatively) by less than 4% in the refactored versions of the remaining systems. 

It is worth mentioning that most researchers compare aggregate coupling and 
cohesion between an OO and AO version of the same system. Aggregate coupling 
(cohesion) for a system is calculated as the sum of coupling (cohesion) taken over all 
modules. Hence, it can be derived from Table 2 as multiplication of the average value 
by vocabulary size. It should be also noted that the original versions perform better 
with regard to the aggregate coupling and cohesion, since the measures of vocabulary 
size grew in all cases, due to the introduction of aspects. Nevertheless, aggregate 
coupling does not satisfy the second axiom of Fenton & Melton [14] for coupling 
measures. That axiom states that system coupling should be independent from the 
number of modules in the system. If a module is added and shows the same level of 
pairwise coupling as the already existing modules, then the coupling of the system 
remains constant. 

The obtained results confirm our previous findings. In [32], we compared Java and 
AspectJ implementations of 23 GoF design patterns. There was no pattern whose AO 
implementations would exhibit lower coupling, while 22 patterns presented lower 
coupling in the original implementations. With regard to cohesion, the OO 
implementations were superior in 9 cases, while the AO ones in 6 cases. 8 patterns 
exhibited the same cohesion in both implementations. 
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5   Threats to Validity 

There are a number of limitations of this study that are worth stating. Firstly, we 
narrow software modularity to cohesion and coupling, despite of many other factors 
assigned to it. Nevertheless, cohesion and coupling are the concepts that lie at the 
heart of software modularity and are considered as main factors related to the 
goodness of modularization [3, 6, 7, 20, 28, 31]. The causal effect of AOP on 
software modularity was demonstrated in our earlier study [33]. 

Secondly, we could be criticised for applying metrics that are theoretically flawed. 
Briand et al. demonstrate [4] that LCOM is neither normalized nor monotonic. 
Normalization is intended to allow for comparison between modules of different size. 
To avoid this anomaly we weighted LCOM by the number of methods. Monotonicity 
states that adding a method which shares an attribute with any other method of the 
same module, must not increase LCOM. If we drop the very rare case where the 
methods of a module do not reference any of the attributes, the monotonicity anomaly 
disappears. The other problem with LCOM is that it does not differentiate modules 
well [1]. This is partly due to the fact that LCOM is set to zero whenever there are 
more pairs of methods which use an attribute in common than pairs of methods which 
do not [4]. In addition, the presence of access methods artificially decreases this 
metric. Access methods typically reference only one attribute, namely the one they 
provide access to, therefore they increase the number of pairs of methods in the class 
that do not use attributes in common [4]. The CBO metric also indicates inherent 
weakness. Briand et al. illustrate [5] that merging two unconnected modules may 
affect the overall coupling. Nevertheless, CBO as well as LCOM are widely applied 
and have been validated in many empirical studies [1, 5], and [6]. 

Thirdly, the applied metrics address only one possible dimension of cohesion and 
coupling. Moreover, CBO implicitly assumes that all basic couples are of equal 
strength [20]. In addition, it takes a binary approach to coupling between modules: 
two modules are either coupled or not. Multiple connections to the same module are 
counted as one [5]. In our defence we would point out that the OO community has yet 
to arrive at a consensus about the appropriate measurement of coupling and cohesion. 
The interested reader is referred to [4, 5], and [20] where an extensive surveys have 
been presented. 

Finally, we could be criticised for generalizing findings from AspectJ to AOP. In 
our defence, most of the claims about the superiority of the AO modularization have 
been made in the context of AspectJ. It also should be noted that AspectJ is the only 
production-ready general purpose AO language. 

To conclude, we are well aware that CBO and LCOM suffer from several 
disadvantages. We also known that the modularity evaluated in our setting may differ 
from the real modularity. The reason is that, it is not yet clear neither how to best 
measure attributes such as coupling and cohesion, nor how to compare modularity 
between systems that were developed in different paradigms. Nevertheless, the cases 
investigated provide enough evidence to challenge the claim that AOP improves 
software modularity. 
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6   Related Work 

There are few studies focusing on the quantitative evaluation of the AO modularization. 
Sant’Anna et al. [35] conducted a semi-controlled experiment to compare the use of an 
OO approach (based on design patterns) and an AO approach to implement Portalware 
(about 60 modules and over 1 KLOC), a multi-agent system. Portalware is a web-based 
environment that supports the development and management of Internet portals. The 
collected metrics show that the AO version incorporates modules with higher coupling 
and lower cohesion. Their coupling metric is broader than the original CBO in the sense 
that it additionally counts modules declared in formal parameters, return types, throws 
declarations and local variables. However, it is not complete, since it does not take into 
account either the semantic dependencies, or the dependency that occurs when an 
advice refers to a pointcut defined in other, non-ancestor module.  

The same suite of metrics was used by Garcia et al. [17] to compare the AO and 
OO implementations of the Gang-of-Four design patterns. They performed two 
studies, one on the original implementations from Hannemann & Kiczales and the 
other on the implementations with introduced changes. These changes were 
introduced because the H&K implementations encompassed few participant classes to 
play pattern roles [17]. Garcia and his team concluded that “the use of aspects helped 
to improve the coupling and cohesion of some pattern implementations.” However, 
such conclusion may be misleading, according to the metrics they collected. The 
measures before the application of the changes exhibit that only Composite and 
Mediator present lower coupling for the AO solutions. The implementations of 
Adapter and State have the same coupling in both paradigms. In the case of the other 
patterns, the OO solutions indicate lower coupling. The superiority of OO solutions 
decreased a little after the changes were introduced. Although the AO 
implementations of Observer, Chain of responsibility, State and Visitor became better 
with respect to coupling than their OO counterparts, there are still 16 patterns for 
which the OO implementations provide superior results. With regard to cohesion, the 
OO implementations were also superior in most cases. They analyzed the absolute 
(aggregate) values. 

Other studies can be classified into 2 groups. In the first group [8, 16, 19, 25], new 
kinds of coupling introduced by pointcuts are not considered at all. In the second 
group [21, 42], the coupling introduced by a pointcut is considered only if a module is 
explicitly named by the pointcut expression. 

Greenwood et al. [19] chose the Health Watcher system as the base for their study. 
Their evaluation focused upon ten releases of the system, which underwent a number 
of typical maintenance tasks, including: refactorings, functionality increments, 
extensions of abstract modules and more complex system evolutions. Some of the 
crosscutting concerns were “aspectized” from the first release, while others were 
modularized as new HW versions were released. They found that modularity was 
improved with AOP. The average “coupling” as well as cohesion were enhanced by 
17% in the initial version, and by 23% and 21% in the 10th release. 
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Madeyski & Szała [25] examined the impact of AOP on software development 
efficiency and design quality in the context of a web-based manuscript submission 
and a review system (about 80 modules and 4 KLOC). Three students took part in 
their study. Two of them developed the system (labeled as OO1 and OO2) using Java, 
whilst one implemented the system using AspectJ. The observed results show that the 
AO version is 24% better than the others with regard to average “coupling” and it is 
60% (3%) better than OO1 (OO2) with regard to average cohesion. 

Filho et al. [8, 16] refactored to AOP four systems: Telestrada, Pet Store, CVS, and 
EImp. The average “coupling” was decreased by 6%, 9%, and 1% for the first three 
systems and increased by 2% for the last system. Nevertheless, Filho et al. [18] were 
aware that their study missed some coupling dependencies introduced by AOP: “a 
closer examination on the code (...) reveals a subtle kind of coupling that is not 
captured by the employed metrics.” 

The Telestrada and Pet Store systems were also used by Hoffman & Eugster. In 
their study [21], they calculated two coupling metrics, namely CBM and CIM. 
However, since CBM and CIM are not simply additive, the results are difficult to 
interpret.  

Tsang et al. [42] compared AO vs. OO solutions in the context of real time traffic 
simulator. They found that aspects improved modularity by reducing “coupling” and 
cohesion. They considered aspects coupled to classes only if the aspects explicitly 
named the classes. “For instance, if we have the joinpoint call(* *(..)), then the aspect 
is not coupled to any classes. However, if we have the joinpoint call(void 
Test.methodName(..)), then the aspect is coupled to Test.” In the conclusion of their 
work, they recommend the use of wildcards to maximize modularity improvements. 
Following this reasoning, one could recommend to replace the previous pointcut by 
call(void Test.methodNam*(..)), where ‘*’ instead of ‘e’ eliminates “coupling”. 

7   Summary 

This paper presents an empirical study in which we compare OO and AO 
implementations of ten software systems with respect to modularity. The evaluation is 
performed using the CBO and LCOM metrics from the CK suite, which were adapted 
to AOP. We hope that this paper regenerates some discussion about the role of AOP 
in software development. 

The contribution of our work are twofold. Firstly, we gave a rationale for our 
coupling metric. At the same time, we argued why the existing coupling metrics are 
invalid for evaluating AO systems – they do not take into account all the composition 
mechanisms offered by the underlying paradigm. Secondly, we found that there is no 
evidence that AOP promotes better modularity of software than OOP. The OO 
implementation of every system exhibits lower average coupling. With regard to 
average cohesion the OO implementations are superior in 4 cases, while the AO ones 
in 6 cases. As far as we know, this is the first presentation of empirical evidence to 
this effect on real-life systems.  
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